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Thank you for the opportunity to speak today. My name is Justin Brookman, Director of 
Privacy and Technology Policy for Consumer Reports,  an independent, nonprofit member 1

organization representing 6 million consumers nationwide. Consumer Reports appreciates the 
committee’s commitment to exploring the need for privacy and security legislation. In the 
absence of action from the federal government, states are taking important steps toward 
establishing baseline privacy protections. It’s important that any state privacy legislation has 
strong protections that advance consumer rights, ensures privacy by default, holds companies to 
real limits, and is backed up by strong enforcement. Last year, we supported the SHIELD bill 
which provided important new cybersecurity protections for New York residents,  and we are 2

gratified to see the legislature seriously considering privacy legislation in this session. 
 
Consumers want more, not fewer, legal protections over their personal information. For 

example, 92 percent of Americans think that their Internet Service Providers should provide 
greater control over the sale of their personal information.  More than half don’t trust social 3

media companies to keep their information safely protected.  And almost three-quarters said that 4

it’s very important to have control over their information.  Recent scandals involving the illicit 5

sharing or sale of personal information without consent, such as the Facebook-Cambridge 
Analytica incident,  and reports of unauthorized sharing of location data, for example by the 6

Weather Channel app, have revealed broad unease about data sharing.  Clearly, consumers value 7
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their devices, connected products, and other apps and services, but they don’t have the 
confidence that their information is protected. 

 
New privacy protections are needed now more than ever, but this area has been largely 

unregulated. The biggest tech companies have ballooned into billion-dollar corporations based 
on the opaque collection and sharing of consumer data with few protections or guardrails. There 
is no general, across-the-board federal privacy law granting consumers baseline 
protections—and the federal agency tasked with overseeing these companies, the FTC, is vastly 
underpowered and under resourced.  This is why state action is so important and should not be 8

chipped away. Baseline protections—analogous to mandatory seat belts or airbags— are needed 
so consumers can safely use apps, social media, and online services without having to 
compromise their rights to privacy. 

 
In advance of this hearing, we reached out to Consumer Reports members who live in 

New York to ask for their stories about times when their personal information has been misused: 
I’m attaching some of that feedback we received from these members at the end of my 
testimony.  9

 
With regard to Senate bill 5642, there’s a lot of like in this bill, and we applaud Senator 

Thomas for his leadership in proposing it. It certainly has a lot of elements that we’re looking for 
in a comprehensive privacy bill: 

 
● Access to the data that companies have about us, and the ability to move that data 

to another service, or delete it altogether — I think these should be basic rights 
that people expect from companies. We’ve seen these sorts of rights passed in 
Europe and California, it’s great to see them included in this bill. 
 

● Expanded security obligations for all personal data — the SHIELD Act was a 
great start in adding safeguards for certain data, this bill takes the next logical step 
in requiring companies to use reasonable safeguards to protect all user data from 
attack. 
 

● We are pleased that the bill has strong enforcement, including enforcement not 
just by regulators but by individuals whose personal information may be misused 

8 Justin Brookman, Facebook Fine Reveals Congress Has Set Up FTC to Fail, The Hill, 
https://thehill.com/opinion/cybersecurity/456049-facebook-fine-reveals-congress-has-set-up-ftc-to-fail. 
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or exposed: Regulators alone don’t have the resources to police all the data 
collection and sharing going out out there — I worked in the Internet Bureau of 
the New York Attorney General’s office but we only had a handful of attorneys. 
In California, where there’s a new privacy law, the Attorney General Becerra has 
said he only has the capacity to bring a handful of cases a year  — ordinary 10

citizens and public interest groups need some capacity to petition the courts to 
protect our rights as well.  

 
That said, we do have concerns about the bill, there are certainly parts that are very 

similar to a bill in Washington state that privacy advocates aggressively opposed last year.  This 11

bill is largely stronger than that bill, but there are areas that should be improved.  
 

● Clarify the rules on sharing and secondary use — The most difficult part of any 
privacy law is how to regulate the secondary use and sharing of personal 
information. People generally understand that a lot of data collection is 
functionally necessary for products and services to work. Where they get 
concerned is when that data is repurposed or shared for unrelated reasons. When 
we go to the grocery store, we understand that the company is going to collect 
credit card data for processing, or might remember what we purchase if we’re part 
of a loyalty program. But we don’t expect that the grocery store will sell 
information about what I buy to a data broker for advertising or other reasons. 
 

○ This bill is unclear as to what the rules are for secondary use and sharing. 
At times, it sounds like affirmative permission is required for sharing, at 
others it sounds like there need only be some ability to opt out. 
 

○ On sharing, our preferred approach would be to broadly prohibit 
secondary sharing or selling of data with third-parties apart from what’s 
functionally necessary for a product to work. I don’t want to recreate the 
GDPR experience where tons of websites just bombard users with dubious 
permission requests to track users. I think companies shouldn’t 

10 Yuri Nagano,  
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bombarding consumers asking for permission to sell data to third parties, 
they just shouldn’t be doing it. 
 

■ If ultimately, the legislature decides it wants to go with a less 
aggressive opt-out approach like we’ve seen in California, the bill 
needs to allow consumers to exercise global opt-outs, so they don’t 
need to opt out of sale site-by-site, or store-by-store. So a 
consumer can turn on Do Not Track in their browser, or add their 
email address to a Do Not Sell database. Other opt-out bills do 
provide for global opt-outs — the California law requires this, 
Senator Wyden has a thoughtful approach on how to do this. 
Again, we’d prefer to see data protected by default, but if you rely 
on opt-outs, they need to be powerful and universal. 

 
○ On secondary use, right now the bill has companies conduct risk 

assessments and make internal, opaque decisions as to what data uses are 
bad for the consumers. I think that gives too much discretion and leeway 
to companies to do as they see fit with my information. Instead, it makes 
more sense to simply enumerate what reasonable secondary purposes are: 
and these can be fairly broad, allowing first-party usage for analytics, or 
research, or even personalization and marketing. But I wouldn’t leave it to 
companies to decide on their own what’s “risky” and what’s ok. 
 

■ I think this is one of our disagreements with the idea of giving 
companies “fiduciary” responsibilities over data. We worry that 
this formulation gives too much power to companies to decide 
what’s good and bad for consumers and their personal information. 
Instead, the law should provide clear and enforceable rules around 
what companies can do with our data.  

 
● Another important concept that should be included in this bill is the principle of 

non-discrimination — that is, a company shouldn’t to penalize or charge 
different prices to an individual who exercises privacy rights. Certainly, more and 
more industries are dominated by a few companies — and in those cases, they 
certainly have the ability to set unduly onerous terms for data collection. But more 
fundamentally, privacy shouldn’t just be a luxury for the rich — all people should 
be entitled to a zone of personal privacy that they can be coerced into bartering 
away. Certain rights are considered to be “inalienable” — we can’t sell our right 
to vote away to an employer or a big company. I think we need to think of privacy 

 



in the same vein, and carve out some spaces where we can just trust that our data 
isn’t being collected and sold to the highest bidder. 

 
● To accomplish the intended purpose of this law, a number of the bill’s definitions 

need to be substantially tightened: 
 

○ For example, the current definition of de-identified is ambiguous, and 
could potentially allow companies to keep data in a form that could be 
trivially reidentified. This is really important because the bill gives 
companies broad leeway to do whatever they want with deidentified data. 
We’re ok with that but only if the data really is de-identified. So we 
suggest that this language be revised to match the Federal Trade 
Commission’s definition of de-identified to ensure that companies believe 
in good faith that deidentified data sets reasonably could not be 
reassociated with unique individuals, even if a company was motivated to 
do so. 
 

○ Next, the current definition of sale is extremely narrow, and would permit 
much, if not most data sharing that is the intended target of the bill. 
Already, you’ve seen advertising companies saying they’re going to get 
around the CCPA by claiming that most online data transfers aren’t “sales’ 
— and this bill’s definition is even narrower. We propose to expand this 
definition to cover the whole universe of secondary data sharing. 
 

○ The personal data is defined as “information relating to an identified or 
identifiable natural person” — that leaves open some ambiguity as to 
whether it applies to online data that might only be tied to a cookie, or IP 
address, or a device identifier. Consumers spend a lot of their time web 
browsing or in apps that don’t necessarily know their name — but they 
still have an interest in stopping the deluge of targeted ads or having their 
behavior tracked from site to site. There’s definitely increasing awareness 
that this type of data is personal and still shapes of our everyday 
experience  — it could potentially be tied back to us one day, but that’s 12

not the only reason we might want to limit its collection and sale. For that 
reason, we suggest modifying this definition to reflect the language in the 
CCPA and other bills defining personal information as data that “identifies 

12 Jessica Rich, Keeping Up with the Online Advertising Industry, Fed. Trade Comm’n (Apr. 21, 2016), 
https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/blogs/business-blog/2016/04/keeping-online-advertising-industry. 

 



or could reasonably be linked, directly or indirectly, with a particular 
consumer, household, or consumer device.” 
 

○ And finally, we do support an exception for service providers to allow 
companies to share information with other companies working solely on 
their behalf. There’s definitely value to allow companies to outsource 
functionality to more experienced companies like cloud providers or 
database managers. But we’d like to see some more protections around 
those relationships — specifically we’d like to see requirements that 
service providers (1) can’t reuse data for their own purposes and (2) can’t 
merge and combine data from different controllers. 
 

● The exemptions in Section 1107 should be narrowed somewhat — I think the use 
cases laid out are generally sensible, but there’s no notion of reasonableness or 
proportionality required for purposes such as security and fraud prevention. Mark 
Zuckerburg has said for example that Facebook collects data about all the other 
websites and apps people use because it might help Facebook detect fraudulent 
accounts.  In that case, the extensive data collection doesn’t seem reasonably 13

necessary and proportionate for the incremental security benefit. The CCPA, for 
example, limits data processed for exemptions to what’s reasonably necessary and 
proportionate for the exempted purposes, and we’d like to see that constraint 
introduced here as well.  14

 
● And finally, we’d suggest eliminating — or at the very least narrowing — the 

preemption provision currently included in the bill. As currently written, it would 
broadly preempt any local laws having anything to do with the processing of 
personal information. This could inadvertently interfere with any number of local 
ordinances such as laws affecting schools and landlord/tenant issues. Even with 
regard to commercial data processing, this bill should allow cities to adapt to 
emerging threats and pass new protections not addressed or even contemplated by 
this law. For example, some New York cities have considered legislation 
regulating or limiting the use of facial recognition in public places;  cities should 15

be allowed to enact additional protections if they deem that’s in the best interest 
of their citizens. 

13  Mark Zuckerberg, The Facts About Facebook, WSJ (Jan. 24, 2019), 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-facts-about-facebook-11548374613. 
14 Cal. Civ. Code § 1798.140(d). 
15 Dean DeChairo, New York City Eyes Regulation of Facial Recognition Technology (Oct. 29, 2019), 
https://www.rollcall.com/news/congress/new-york-city-eyes-regulation-of-facial-recognition-technology. 

 



 
So we obviously have some suggestions for improvement, but I do want to emphasize 

that we are extremely excited about this bill and look forward to working on it. Thank you again 
for introducing it, for holding this hearing, and for inviting Consumer Reports to testify. I’m 
happy to answer any questions you might have, now or as you continue to work on this bill. 

 


